Dear students,

to improve quality of teaching we request you to fill out this sheet to the beset of your belief. The questions only concern this lecture and it's completely optional to fill out this sheet. Please consider that your data will be stored digitally and anonimously. To ensure anonymity this sheet should not be seen by the lecturer. The results should be presented to the participants by the lecturer.

Thank you for your assistance!
Fachgruppe Informatik Universität Stuttgart

Caution: This sheet is going to be evaluated by Fachgruppe Informatik (FIUS) not by the University of Stuttgart.

1. I am missing this previous knowledge:

2. I would like to mention some things regarding the lecture:

3. Further remarks concerning the lecture's material (lecture notes, slides, literatur, ...):

4. Further remarks concerning the exercises:

5. Things that were done bad/good by the tutors:

6. Remarks respective to the exercise certificate(Schein; if present):

The following questions are asked to improve the process of the lecture survey:

7. If the lecturer was to see this filled out sheet it would be:

   unproblematic □ □ □ □ □ □ quite problematic

8. The publication of the survey results to me are:

   unproblematic □ □ □ □ □ □ quite problematic